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Interview with Mr. E. J. R. Heyward by Dan Jacobs

at UNICEF Headquarters on 22 July, 1983

BIAFRA - UNICEFrs Involvement 1967 - 1970

Jacobs, You are E.J.R. Heyward who has been the Deputy Fxecutive

Director for Operations of UNICEF?

Hey’ward: Fi@t. And, it so happened that Dr. Egger, I think, was

away. At any rate, he was not in New York Headquafiers

during much of this time - I don’ t remember exactly why that

was.

Jacobs! Are you speaking of 1967, when the whole circumstances of

Biafra first began, or are you speaking of July 1968 when we

became more deeply involved in the real starvation - then Dr.

Egger was in Geneva serving as liaison with tie Red Cross, in

July 1968?

Heywards Pight. % I have a bad memory for dates and I thank you very

much for the notes youtve given in the oral history in which,

from YO”K documentation, which cover many more points than I

remember. I remember some things which made an emotional

impct on me at the time and I remenber working very closely
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Jacobs B

Heyward i

Jacobs:”

Heyward%

Jacobss

Heywardt

Jacobs *

with Sdsha &cic on the programing in Headquarters. And

there You refresh my memorys I remember that Dr. Egger was,

therefore, in Geneva but the Headquarters programming was done

with Sasha E+acic taking a prominent role in that. We had a

gzoup meeting - later on you refer to a group. ..

Eon’t assume that this is in the transcript (referring to a

memo which will

No, no. Eut you

I have. I’ve ~

be found as Annex I) .

have it with you.

3iven it to you. Eut we could append it I

suppose.

Yes, you append it.

Yes, but if we append it, this is off the top of my head and

it might not be correct. It was given to you in order to

refresh your recollection, bpt I’m not sure we want to make

that part of the historical record.

Well, but you are going to

I don’t know what you’re

there in the transcript.

write the summary, aren!t you?

refarring to. That won’t be right
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Heyward% 1 am assuming that you’ re going to append to the record the

notes dated July 21, fiat you gave me, called, “GTal History

Interview on UNICEF in Nigeria/Biafra” because it contains

much more information, and much more carefully dated, than I

could recollect. I would like to give you, in the first

place, some more or less emotional recollections of things

that you refer to here. SO, in the first paragraph you refer

to Sasha Eacic being in Ugos. Later he came back to

Headquarters and when Charles Egger, the Programme Director,

was in Geneva, Sasha I?acic was working closely with me and

other people from Programne Division, supply and ........

● Jacobs: So that would have been July 1968 when the starvation became

grave and Bacic and you were working together.

Heyward. You’ re right. So that was

programming in Headquarters.

feeling of frustration about

a period of rather intense

I remember a considerable

trying to get the various

e

Headquarters substantive Divisions to work on the programme

with a sense of urgency . I suppose that sounds an ungracious

statement. I believe that it is generally experienced and it

is a common thing that the people who are engaged in regular

work and have their regular work, have some difficulty in

switching the necessary time to deal expeditiously with

emergency things. Anyway, we met every morning and looked

into the situation, and there were continuous difficulties

inherent in the problem. I remember a considerable feeling of
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frustration at the time. I think that

exacerbated by the controversy that existed, in

and, therefore, in our staff, some people felt

was probably

public opinion

that it wasn’t

right to be assisting Biafra; we were only prolonging the war

against a legitimate authority. And, therefore, there might

have been some feeling wondering whether they really thought

it was right to be dealing expeditiously with it.

Jacobss could we go back for a moment to the earlier tine at the

beginning of this when you mention Eacic being in Lagos, that

was in late 1967, and from that time until the time the

starvation became grave in 1968, by July 1968, you made many

attempts to get into Biafra and help the children there. I

think you must have arrived at general conclusions of what

your problems were. Do you recall anything of that period of

S or 10 months during ;hich you were trying to find a way of

gaining access

Heyward% I can’t recall

to Biafra?

anything beyond what you record here.

Jacobss Okay. Go ahead with your next point.

Heywarda Well, my next point, around page 2, you refer to fir. La bouisse

- “difficulties of communicating with :.lr.tabouisse candidly

because he didn’t take along an encoding machine. ...

Jacobss When he was in Lagos. A period of four weeks or something.
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Heywa rd ! I think that that was a deliberate decision of his not to take

an encoding machine because he felt that could give grounds

for suspicion in Lagos.

Jacobs/ tm you recall in

liaison for the

July 1968 when Charles Egger

Fed Cross and you here were

Red Cross to begin action in Nigeria/Biafra?

was in Geneva as

waiting for the

There was a long

delay. The International Committee of the Red Cross had been

asked to be the Coordinator of relief. And this was also a

frustrating period, I believe.

Heyward: That was also a frustrating period which changed when the

e attitude and the work of the Red Cross changed when Ambassador

Lindt was made the Coordinator. He was much more active than

the Committee had been beforehand! possibly an activity which

finally led to his” becoming persona non grata. That was a

very frustrating period. when he became active also we still

felt that the operational team was not very strong.

Jacobs, The International Committee of the Red Cross logistics ability?

He~ardi Yes. At least the ability that was given to him to work

with, the staff Mat he had to work with, was not very strong,

so that was a continuing concern.

* Jacobs* When Mr.

he asked

Iabouisse returned to Geneva in early August 1968 and

you to come to Geneva, you met with him and the Red
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Cross and August Lindt. Do you recall anything in those

discussions or has it all faded?

HeyWard% Well (laughter) , some of the emotion hasn!t faded.

Jacobss It was a very crucial point obviously. Wothing had started at

that time. It was getting graver and graver.

Heyward t W ght . Before the meeting I met one of the people from the

Red Cross we were supposed to be talking to, whose name I !ve

forgotten, and he had just come in about 10 o’clock in the

morning to his office and he had been tending his roses in his

garden and that was why he was

Jacobs, He was wearing white gloves.

late.

Heyward. I don’t remember that but I do remember the rOSe S and, I felt

a certain great difference of atmosphere and. ..

Jacobs. ... .of priorities?. .

Heyward% Yes, and of the feeling of what was the urgency of the

commitment.

Jacobs r Was there ever given any moment of that time during the long

period of waiting that you or Mr. Labouisse, or the two of you e

together, considered whether you should be

with the ICRC. Did you give any thought

working in tandem

to separating or
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attempting to go ahead on your own?

Heywardt I don’ t remember such a discussion, but ...

Jacobs a ..this was the way it was. You ‘d been trying to cooperate

close to a year with the &d Cross.

Heyward j Yes, Well, I think that as you say, they had been named

coordinator of the relief and it would probably have. ..

Jacobs, Do you know who named them coordinator?

● “
ffeyward: No, do YOU?

Jacobsi Yes, the Federal Military Government of Nigeria invited them

to be coordinator. “

Heywards Well, I think that hlr. Labouisse would have been extremely

reluctant to indicate that the Fed Cross was not doing a

sufficient job, would have felt that that would have been

discouraging to donors. So I don’t think the question of

trying to break out from that really. .. I have no nemory of

such a discussion.

Jacobs, Do you recall requesting food from the United States

* GOvarnment ? Five-thousand tons of food and receiving the

beginning of the food shipments from the United States?
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Heyward$ 1 don’t recall that part of the history. I do recall what you

refer to a little later - the help that came from the office

of Vice President Humphrey and their willingness to take this

question very seriously. Actually you yourself had helped in

that intro duction.

Jacobss And the c-13 0s - they were prepared to try to get c-130s

directly from the Air Force? F&member that?

Heywardt Ri~t. I remember going to Washington to give them

inf orm.ation about that.

Jacobs: And do you recall that that was the reason that I ‘ve written

here, that the Fed Cross was reluctant to go outside of its

customary channels in making requests of governments?

Heyward, I hadn’t remefiered that point. I’m sure it’s right.

Jacobs. I don’t want to put words in your mouth. We’re going to

append this. You’re making yourself responsible for what I’ve

written.

Heywardt I have ~eat confidence in what you’ve written. Then, you

come -- I don’t have any comments on paragraph 6. Well, 7,

except you have mentioned that we were talking about the

helicopter, engaging a helicopter - a service - which later we

did. I remember at the time I was very keen on doing that.
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Louis Gendron thought it was the wrong thing to do. I think

that Inuis Gendron was right and I was wrong.

Jacobss In hindsight.

Heywardt Right.

Jacobs # At the time you engaged the helicopter you could not foresee

what events would take place.

Heyward\

Jacobss

Heyward t

Jacobs,

Heyward,

No. It was very expensive, and the people who said that was

an expensive method of delivering food were right.

It is something of an indication of tk,e efforts you two were

making to find any way to get a breakthrough to reach the

children who were in need.

Yes, but we never succeeded with the helicopters and then ,

later on, it was suggested that the helicopters were doirvq

military spying for the Nigerian forces.

MO suggested that?

I don’t remember - some of our field people. And, I believe

that if the helicopter service had good relations with. ..

Well, they had to maintain good relations. ..
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Heyward% And the way they maintained them was to go up and look over

and see what was happening on the other side -- that’s what I

was told.

Jacobs, That was a political action that UNICEF could not accept as

part of its work?

He yward x Well, it didn’t know about it at the time. But. ..

Jacobs , Imd tien it would have been (?)

Heywardi W ght . Yes, well I mean, that was not what we wanted to do at

all. So I ‘m afraid the whole thing was very badly

misconceived because we probably should have known about that

activity. Just the same as on the other side, people refused

to supply these sideband radios for communication between

various areas in Biafra or relief people in various parts of

Biafra because they said it could be used for militaq

purposes, So we wouldn ‘t give the radios to Biafra but we

gave the helicopters for the other side.

I also remember the visit of Count von Rosen very clearly .

Partly because the Secretary -Gsneral’s office refused to see

him.

Jacobs: Count von Posen had just been to Addis Ababa and Flnperor Haile

Selassie had given him a letter to take to the

Secretary -C%2neral and the Secretaxy-G3neral declined to
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receive him on the grounds that he was not a diplomat

representing any government.

HeyWard; I believe so. I think he was a diplomat. I think he had been

...

Jacobs# But he wasn’t a citizen of Ethiopia. He was a close friend of

the Emperor’s and the Emperor had given him a letter to take

to the Secretary-General.

HeyWard: Yes.

Jacobs: You also met with Count vo n Rosen about the airlift

possibilities and so forth in late August , 1968?

HeyWard* FUght .

Jacobs, August 1968?

Heyward, si@t. And he described how he flew in -- and he flew in in

thunder storms which masked him from any radar activity from

the other side. And that was one of his ways of avoiding

being attacked. !&en G2neral TNnner, whom you refer to later,

whom I mentioned that to, thought that was a very risky thing

to do - risky as well as being uncomfortable. Anyway, Count

von Fosen had his blockade running, was started in that way.

Jacobs t When he broke tie blockade in August ’68 -- then that gave
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a
rise to the Scandinavian airlift which was the progenitor of

the whole Joint Church Aid airlift later.

Hsyward$ Right, and, I suppose that they didn’t do all their flights in

thunderstorms - I don’t think.

Jacobs! No, they flew at night.

Da you recall how UNICEF’s relations with Ambassador Lindt

were during that time - he was the Red Cross High Commissioner

for R51ief?

Heywardi Well, I remember. ..

Jacobs: You didn’ t deal with him directly; Mr. Labouisse saw him while

in Lagos. In general, Ambassador Lindt had bad relations with

a ~eat manY PeOPle, but he had been Chairman of the UNICEF

Executive Enard and you knew him. I lUSt wondered if YOU

recall whether your relations were good.

Heyward i My recollections is generally the relations were good. As I

mentioned earlier, there was some lack of satisfaction about

logistical arrangements, but I think that our relations with

him were

Jacobs, NOW ,,how

good throughout.

did you come to start supplying food? UNICSF started

supplying US Government donated food to the airlifts. That ●
was about the end of August, and you had a ship with 5,000

tons of US food on it about to arrive in Nigerian waters. You
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had to make a decision as

How did that come about?

it made a great

able to supply

that?

to what to do with it at that time.

It was a very important decision --

difference in the

food to children

future of the airlifts being

in Biafra? Can you recall

Heywardt Well, not particularly. It doesn’ t leave a great emotional

scar with me because I think that we were probably all the

time trying to deliver to both sides. And, therefore, to

unload some to be taken into Biafra wouldn’ t have been a

greatly difficult decision for us, I don’t think.

● Jacobs t That was your position but you had to be impartial. The

earlier 105 tons flown in back in April had been matched by

105 food tons moved on the Nigerian side. S0 you’ re saying it

wouldn’ t have been the consistent and correct thing to do?

Heyward: Yes.

Jacobs. But you delivered 1,800 tons of food to SaO Ton&, and as I

recall, the International committee of the Red Cross

complained to W. La bouisse about this decision. k you

recall that?

Heyward\

9

No, I don’ t remember that. At one point you refer to our

making “guesstimates” of needs.
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Jacobs. Yes, you wrote a very valuable paper about the end of July ’68

saying “guesstimates” - because no one was taking an overall

assessment of needs, so you worked that up as best you could.

When Mr. Labouisse brought that to the attention of Ambassador

Lindt in Lagos, ?+nbassador Lindt said, that’s exactly the

SON of thing that’s needed, and he was glad for this.

Heywa rd I Yes, at one time, somehow, I got involved in making some

explanations to

remember that ?.

briefing and. ..

the press about those estimates. You don’ t

.tiell, anyway, that was done in the l-lx

Jacobs: You made an appearance before the United Nations press corps,

I recall that.(?)

HeyWards Yes, and I found out later that the Secretary-General was

listening in to that.

Jacobs, He had the room wired up to his office on the 3&h floor, and

he could listen in to your briefing of the press.

Heyward~ EXactly. But he didn’t object to that - b.e thought that was

alright . Mr. Labouisse objected because he was reproached

about that in Lagos.

Jacobss By the Nigerian Government?
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Hayward I

Jac0bs8

Heyward\

Heywardt

Jacobss

Heywardt

Jacobss

Heywardt

o

Yes, and they said, here we are here and how can you be

putting out these estimates in New York? So, Mr. Labouisse

said I kindly refrain from doing that. Now, later on U Thant

got offended with UNICEF because, I think, mischief makers

reported to him alleged statements we had made about his lack

of action or ineffective action in this field.

What kind of mischief-makers do you mean7

Well, I don’t know who they were but. ..

Were they from inside UNICEF?

I suppose. Or inside the UN, and I was told that U Thant had

been told that UNICEF and I had said things about him which I

believe were completely untrue.

You had not said fiese things?

No, I hadn!t.

But it had been reported to him that you had said that he was

not effective or you were negative in some way.

Right... that he had made wrong decisions, that that was said

also. Also phrased in a very discourteous way. So this. ..
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Jacobs s This create d a serious tensions or problems?

Heywardt Added to the problems. ..

Jacobs s What would you say was the Secretary-General Vs position about

humanitarian relief in Nigeria and Biafra?

Heyward $ Well, I think he was in favoux of that, but he probably fell

for the general United Nations line that - the line of the

United Nations agencies - that you must have a written request

from the sovereign government before you do anything. That

was the reason advanced by the FAO and WHO for not doing

anything - they didn’ t have such a written statement.

Jacobs: Did the Secretary-General ever caution UNICEF about

was attempting to do?

Heywardt I don’t remember that he cautioned UNICEF. At one

what it

time he

asked, I think you record, that he asked W. Iabouisse to

represent the United Nations in discussions in Lagos. ..

Jacobs , I think I have written that he did not ask Mr. Labouisse or—

that 14r. Labouisse did not go to Lagos as his representative.

Heywards W ght . Mr. ~bouisse declined, saying that he thought it was

better for UNICEF to act in its traditional way rather than

falling into this United Nations pattern. I guess that U
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‘rhant, Chairman of the Administrative Committee on

Coordination probably had several agency heads who could have

been concerned. UNESCO also could have been concerned. ?+ll

united to say that UNICEF was doing the wrong thing because

was out of line and not waiting for this written request.

Jacobs , You say that the other agency heads did take this position

it

--

that UNICEF should not be doing what it was doing without a

request from the Nigerian Government? I knew they did not do

very much because they themselves had

request. But did they have a position

UNICEF was going too far?

Iieywards I can’t ...

not

that

gotten such a

they felt that

Jacobss I can’t recall this right now, but I know that the World Food

Prograrmne declined at first to provide food until finally

UNICEF made considerable effotis, with the help of tile

Secretary -central, I believe through his Special

Representative, to get the Nigerian government to make the

request to the World Food Proqamme. Tb.en the y began

supplying food, but there was a problem during the intial

period. The ‘WFP said, no, we can’t do that.

Heyward$ I don’t have clear

o that UNICEF was out

but I can’t confirm

recollection that the other agencies felt

of line. I have d feeling that they did,

that.
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‘a
Jacobs I That’s why I questioned you about that and I wasn’ t aware

othars intervened. I believe that when the Foreign Minister

of Nigeria was here for the Ganeral Assembly, he complained to

the Secretary-General about what uNICSF was trying to do in

helping the Red Cross find planes and things like that. And

that at that time Secretary-General l’hant talked with UNICEF

about what it was doing - early ~tober of !68? You donvt

recall that period?

He yward a No. But it could well be

the Secretary -Ganeral was

you’ve just mentioned one,

also would have been on

so and my general feeling is that

subject to a lot of pressures --

and I think that the other agencies

that same line because they had ●
decided not to do anything and they were somewhat embarrassed

that UNICEF was going ahead, I guess.

Jacobs! They did proceed to perceive that in this situation it was

principally children who were starving, therefore, UNICEF had

a special mission.

Heywardt Yes. Ri~t , but WHO should not be turning its back on

starving children or FAO either.

Jacobs ! Are you suggesting it was an embarrassment or a sense of guilt

that they were not acting as they should have?

Heyward: Well they would deny, I’m sue, it was guilt. They felt that
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m’

● Jacobs:

taking a proper decision , but I do have the feeling they

thought that UNICEF was out of line and was not acting as a

member of the United Nations family. And then, that U Thant

also was not very happy about it, I think was exacerbated by

this mischief-making probably. .% I don’t have more. ...

I wanted just to say the last thing on paragraph 20 where you

say that UNICEF concentrated on rebuilding the roofs of

schoolhouses, during reconstruction, and that was a means of

getting some economic assistance to the people. In addition,

I do think. ..

They also rebuilt the schoolhouses.

Heyward. Which was an extremely important point. ..

Jacobsa Yes, to get the childcen back into school before the rainy

season or something like that,

He~ard: Well, to get the children back into school. ..yes. And then

the schools were a key thing in the Biafran area. YOU know,

that Ibo area was probably the most literate area in Nigeria.

Jacobs* Self educating people.

● Heywarda Schools were a key thing to theti recovery . But any sense of

recovery of identity in beginning to do the things they wante,i

to do and wanted to do for their children. So, helping them
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to rebuild the schools was, first of all, very important but

it was also somewhat symbolic for some sort of reconstmction

of the life that they wanted because they believed very much

in education. ..

(Tape reversed)

Jacobs I I just want to go back and ask a couple of questions. I

wasnrt as familiar with what UNICEF did in 1969. A crucial

crisis time came when the Red Cross airlift was shot down and

the International Committee of the Red Cross could not start

flying again. Can you recall how that affected UNICEF’s

involvements since UNICEF had been working so closely with the

ICRC? Do you recall what you did or others did at that time

or what you expected to happen, or what you tried to do?

Heyward$ My memory , which I think that you have really covered here,

but not maybe said it so explicitly, is that we had then to

turn to working with the church airlift.

Jacobs # And you did. You continued to

it became increasingly stepped

‘Ibm5.

supply of food and medicine but

up from the other island of Sao

Heywardt Right. And so, we were working rather closely with the church

airlift . You mention Dr. Niddelkoop, head of the Protestant

Relief Operation in Biafra. Gertrude Lutz and I once attended

a meeting in Fame which brought together the. ..
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Jacobss That was the Joint Church Aid, around November 1968, the first

meeting of all the joint church relief agencies, for the ir

airlift, together.

Heywardt Yes. And that had the Protestant Group which was

strong from Germany, there was a German Protestant

particularly

group ...

Jacobs # l?.asDiakonische Werk. The Lutheran Church relief agency in

Germany.

Heywardt Riqht. And then there were very important Catholic agencies

too. Miser aria. And then there was the head of the

o
International Caritas operation in the Vatican and the Vatican

was host to the meeting.

Jacobs. And the Scandinavian churches, and other churches were there.

That was when they really began building up the church airlift.

Heyward. Yes.

Jacobs , ~ YOU recall when the war ended and the collapse came? I

mentioned here , the plan to get food moving through UNICEF,

because it was expected there would be a delay before the now

collapsed Biafra and the stricken population, who were in a

very serious nutrition state, could be reached. Co you recall

the conversations with the State Department about that, when

Mr. Labouisse decided to go to Lagos and see what could be

done and ycm were on the phone with Clyde Ferguson 8s staff?
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Heyward I Clyde Ferguson also came to New York, probably he wanted to

see the Secretary-General and to see us, I guess. I don’t

remember.

Jacobs c You dent t remember the details of that -- you’ re going to have

to wait to read my book.

HeyWard% Hight. I remenber we were a little bit disappointed in Clyde

Ferguson - what he was able to do - but I don’t remember the

details.

Jacobsi’ What actually prevented Mr. Labouisse from getting some kind

of agreement there in tie immediate post-war period? He was *

in Lagos. He went out to the area that had been stricken and,

in fact, his press conference and so forth somewhat dramatized

the situation. UNICE; didn’ t really get authorization to

begin organizing relief as you had hoped.

Heywardt Nell, I dontt know whether actually. ..

Ja cboss It eventually got underway under various auspices, but it

Wasn! t done through UNICEF, would you say?

Heyward t I think, first of all, there was a delay in any relief getting

there and, partly, that was the reaction, I believe, of local

commanders. We had hoped, I remember to send in materials
●
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wi ti PO* Harcourt. I remenber later on, meeting the

commander of Port Hare ourt. ..

Jacobs, Colonel Benjamin Adekunle? The Black Scorpion?

Heyward$ No, I don’t think it was the Black Scorpion. .. there was the

Governor of a couple of the new,. ....

Jacobs: Governor Diett-Spief f,

Heyward, Perhaps. The Governor of that area who, I would say, had a

rather contemptuous attitude to the efforts to put things

through Port Harcourt. He certainly wasnrt going to allow

that. I believe also, that there was a lot of embarrassment

on the Nigerian side about the damage that had been inflicted

on an armoured column that they had been trying to send into

towards the Biafra heart land. They had left a lot of disabled

military vehicles along the road that had been knocked out by

the Biafrans, and I think that they didn’t want foreigners

going in and seeing that until some had been cleared away.

Jacobs, That was up in the north near Gnitsha.

Heyward # Yes. That was a land route.

● Jacobss You didn!t have the feeling at the time that there were people

in the Nigerian Government who were reluctant to allow the

relief to begin ...
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Heywardt Oh,

at

I’m sure there were. In particular, even if some people

the centre wanted it to begin, I think some of the field

commanders did not.

Jacobss Did you feel that General Gowon was a person who was quite

willing to have humanitarian relief , both during the war and

in the post war period when he came out for reconciliation?

HeyWards Yes, but, I mean, that’s not a direct personal feeling, that’s

mediated through l.lr.Labouisse.

JacQt)s,‘ Rlso that’s not entirely (7), its s relevent to UNICEF’ s

efforts to get (?) underway. Could we go to a more general ●
question - reflecting back now on how this evolved - it’s not

a controllable situation, how adequate do you think UNICEF’s

approach was to this enormous emergency, and how you did go

about doing it and what this accomplished. UNICEF certainly

did a great deal more than any other UN agency under extremely

difficult circumstances. Can you look back and think of

things you might have done differently?

Heyward$ Well, I guess the scale of operation was certainly not

sufficient to deal with the problem. There was a tremendous

child death in that area. I don’t know of ways in which the

scale could have been greatly increased by UNICEF. First of

●
all, there was the difficulty of getting supplies and secondly

there was the difficulty of the airlift. I think that the
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Jacobst

Heyward,

Jacobs,

Heyward:

Jacobs,

●

partnership between UNICEF and the churches was an effective

one, and I don’ t remember now things that we could have done a

lot better. I ‘ve mentioned the mistake about the helicopters.

You think that UNICEF could not havs done anything differently

in terms of, if it had to work through the Red Cross, which

started one airlift and through the churches, which started

another airlift. But it went as far, and perhaps went

further than it could go, given the restrictions set by

governments and the United Nations !?ecretary-Gensral and so

forth. There was no way that UNICEF could have, of itself ,

gone into Biafra, fOr example. It pushed the limits, as it

was?

Well, I don’t think that

airlift - I suppose we

suggested, there would

difficulties about it. ..

UNICEF could have started its own

didn’ t have the money and, as

have been tremendous diplomatic

You would have encountered resistance or been told to stop

doing it, if you tried such a thing?

I believe so.

% by working through the backdoor, providing a channel for

food from the U.S. and so forth, to tie two airlifts, you were

doing ...
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Heyward# 1 think we were doing the best we could do.

Jacobs: You were doing a great deal. You found the interstices which

you could work within - is that your present view of it? You

did a great deal by working out even though there were

pressures upon you not to do things you did ...

He yward $ Well, I don’t think that the airlifts were actually short of

suppplies - do you have information about

. . . 7

Jacobs8” No, they were not short of food -- UNICEF

part of the food and medicines -- and

logistics shortage. I meant the overall

that from what you

did supply a large

there was never a @

relief effort was

inadequate for the situation. 6ut I personally don’ t see how

UNICEF could have itself done what the Fed Cross or the church

relief agencies did. I was just asking you your opinion.

‘whether what it did was sort of pushing the limits of what

UNICEF could have done - or whether you now see things that

you might have done differently?

Heyward$ I think we were pushing

this the sovereignty

the limits. Furthermore, because of

doctrine and also the universal

reprobation in Africa for anybody trying to break up the state

boundaries, that the Executive L?oard also would not havs

allowed greater overt actions against the sovereignty of
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Nigeria. I think the Ivory Coast was the only country which

did not take the view that Biafra was wrong.

Jacobs: I have a question. In retrospect, UNICEF in the Kampuchean

situation went in to Phnom Penh and began negotiating, though

Phnom Penh was neither recognized by most of the governments

of the

rather

United

world nor was it a member of the United Nations, but

the Pol Pot regime remained the government of the

Nations. Whereas in the Nigerian situation, UNICEF

felt compelled to negotiate with the Government in Lagos and

could not negotiate with the Biafran regime. Is there an

inconsistency here or were they different situations? {ihy

would UNICEF have gone to Phnom Penh when it was not

recognized and it was not in the UN and yet it was really

ham-strung in attempting to negotiate access to Biafra

precisely because

Government ?

they felt they had to go to the Nigerian

Heywarda \iell, in the case of Phnom Penh, also, we were working in

partnership with the International Committee of the Red Cross

which helped give some diplomatic cover. Secondly, what we

were negotiating with Phnom Penh was not so different in

substance from what was being negotiated with Biafra. There

were operational matters. However, in the case of Biafra, it

was other people who were there, it was the churches and the

F&d cKOSS. ..
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Jacobs t They pre-empted the field so to speak? They were on the

scene, so you let them do what they were doing?

HeyWards There were some UNICEF staff members who went into Biafra for

operational reasons, I remember. ..

Jacob S, Three and a consultant.

Heyward $ P.ight. So, in the case of Phnom Penh also the PO1 pot

government was not an active government. I mean, that was

diplomatic fiction.

Jacobs: But Biafra was more of a government than the Pol Pot “9

government ? There was an existing state there with

considerable. ..

Heywardt Oh, yes, they were working there just as we were working with

Phnom Penh. Kut you say we dealt with them more through our

partners than with Phnom Penh.

Jacobs, % it was more happenstance. You proceeded to do what you

could do at the time under the circumstances, but I shouldn’t

look for logical consistency in terms of international law or

anything here 2

Heyward, I don’t think so.
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Jacobs t

Heywardt

Jacobss

Hayward I

Jacobs $

●
Heywardi

Jacobs #

At the end of the war after. ..

But in the case of Phnom Penh there was more of a vacuum in

negotiation. I think your phrase before maybe covered that,

that the others, that the Red Cross and the churches were

already in there. ..

They’ d been there and doing things before. ..

Yes. Nhereas in the case of Phnom Penh ...

Nobody was in there.

F& ght . And so the UNICEF representative and, I think, the Ped

Cross person went together to open the discussion.

When this was all concluded, the International Committee of

the -d Cross, which had - I will say in my own opinion - been

dealt with very badly by governments, as compared with UtlICEF

which didn’t have the same kind of problems that the Red Cross

had had, went through a period of self-appraisal specifically

because of the experience they had in Nigeria. They had

outside consultants come in and study how they’d done things .

They decided upon certain reforms that were recommended and

they underwent quite a few changes since then in their

operational approaches. I don’t believe that UNICEF ever had

that feeling that it needed to reappraise the way it went
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about dealing with emergencies. Though, I think there may

have been a time at the beginning of 1970 when you sought to

earmark staff around the world who would be available for

emergences, or something like that? E7.ltwas it a general

sense of a conclusion of that Nigeriar/Biafran situation that

UNICEF had done rather well? Or had done the best it could

and there was no need to reappraise ONICEF’S way of operating

in this kind of disaster or emergency?

‘o

Heyward$ Well, there probably was an undue amount of

self-satisfaction. However, I think that the question of how

to deal with emergencies in an operational way has been a

continuous problem for the reasons you just said, about how to 9

liberate staff for that purpose. It doesn’t seem to be

possible - at least, the idea of having people set aside just

to be ready to go in on”emergency has never been accepted.

Jacobs. You mean, by the representatives who they work for? Or what

is the problem?

Heyward$ No, I mean, to have a team who was not doing something else

but is ready to go in on short notice.

Jacboss I thought they were staff members ‘who have had experience in

emergencies who are doing their regular job and suddenly have

to be pulled out on short notice? 9

Hsyward* tight . That is the lame solution which we work for, and it’ s
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lame because, first of all, it is hard to get them out

quickly ...

Jacobs, ...or they are involved in preparing recommendations to the

ward and so on?

Heyward t Yes, and I don’t know that we have so many of them anymore.

But we never thought it was practical, either financially or

even in human terms, to have a group of people sitting around

waiting to be sent in

sure you remember the

on UWICEF’S emergency

to an emergency. And, as you know, I ‘m

Executive Board has never been very keen

action. The Executive Directors, well,

cetiainly Mr. Labouisse, took a very strong interest in

emergencies. The Board always thought it was necessary to try

to tell him he shouldn’t be dealing with emergencies. He

should be dealing with long-term programmed.

Jacobs. Was it from 1965 on, there was a policy position that UNICEF

must not involve itself too deeply in emergencies but should

only get in for the minimal time that was needed to get

emergency relief underway and then should turn its attention

to the rehabilitation of children’s services. Was that

principally a Eoard decision in ’65? Or were. ..

HeyWards ~n’t pin me down to which date it was. ..

● Jacobss Well, it seems that over at least a 15-year period or longer

that this was UNICEF’s policy, right?
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Heywards tight .

Jacobs; And it was during the time we’re speaking of, Nigeria/Biafra.

Hey’ward! And the Ward lay down that policy and has always been laying

down such policies, I mean, right up to now. And, has further

stated that UNICEF’s general resources should not be used for

emergency relief. The emergency should depend on special

contributions coming from governments - that is a more recent

elaboration of the doctrine which would mean that in the case

of Biafra you would not get any special contributions because

the governments wouldn’ t be willing to give for a rebellious

area that was universally condemned.

Jacobs: I don’t recall, was this a problem? Governments did contribute

somewhat - didn’t they to UNICEF’s emergencies - or was it a

limited number?

Heyward: Well, as you record, we got some food at some time and. ..

Jacobs ! Fbod, yes, but there was a financial shortage, I take it at

the time -- the National Committees were very much involved -

they worked very hard in the Biafran situation.

.,

9

HeyWards Yes, because the Biafra’s public information in Europe was

very well organized and public opinion was very strong. So,
s

the National Committees were very strong. Kut had we at that
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time depended - as the ward now thinks we should - solely on

special government contributions to do emergency work, we

wouldn’ t have got much for this.

Jacobs ! so, to conclude - apart from questions I just asked, do you

have any further final reflections on what UNICEF learned or

might have learned from this Nigeria/Biafra experience?

Heyward$ Well, I’d just like to continue

this it is also the developing

emsrgency work, since. ..

with what I was

countries which

saying that

are against

You mean in general or the one which is taking place at the

time of this ...

Hey’ward, In general, in general!

Jacobs , In general, they oppose UNICEF when it starts doing an?

humanitarian ...

Heywardt Well, they think the resources should be used for long term

work and tiey think that it is a -- I ‘m exaggerating perhaps -

but my pert eption is, that they feel the concern of

emergencies is a concern of industrialized countries witi a

much hiyher income level. They really can’t afford to be

concerned with emergencies. And industrialized countries are

concerned with emergencies because they don’ t want to help the

development of the developing countries but they’ re willing to
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help with emergencies. So, there is a conflict there between

the developing countries and the industrialized countries.

And , therefore, since the developing countries representing

more or less the receiving end in the Eoard, would not want -

they don’t want the emergency work to be played up.

Jacobs: They don’ t want it to interfere with development?

Ik?ywardI W ght . And they thought

from UNICSF was going to

several times that too much attention

that and too much of UNICEF time.

Jacob s.” !20 YOU tiink that in the Biafran situation too much of your

time, - ).lrLabouisse, Fir. Heyward, Charles Egger - was devoted

to that emergency. Was it an enormous drain

attention to your regular work? Has this new

1980s, arrangement for ;n emergency unit overcome

on your own

present-day,

that or will

it always be necessary for UNICEF’s top executives to attend

to something which is both very urgent and also puts Lhe

future reputation of the organization in great danger?

Heywa rd. I don’t think the setting up a unit can avoid the involvement

of the senior staff, where there is an emergency of any size

there are political problems. S0, the question of the amount

of time taken is serious question.

Jacobss It was at that time, a great drain on your time ...

Heywards It was at that time.
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Jacobs t And also on your emotion s.. .

Heyward; And hlr. Labouisse’s, and a number of

organization who were working almost

Jacobs.

Heywardt

●

other people in the

full-time on those

arrangements which often had to be broken down and had to be

re-thought out and re-arranged. So its t?.ue, it takes a lot

of time. And, it is a question whether you can ignore that in

the interests of long-term development. Personally, I don ‘t

think that UNICEF could or should ignore it - because those

are things that are happening right now and have to be dealt

with, I think. mt that is an arguable position. Many of the

developing countries, and many of our staff that come from

developing countries, don’t feel that way.

Did you tiink, during the time the Nigeria/Biafra crisis was

on, or do you thi”nk now, that UNICEF’s reputation as the

agency for children in the world was at stake, either on two

directions: either because it couldn’t achieve enough to help

the children, which would put it in bad repute With the

public, or because it was trying to do too much, and

therefore, would antagonize either the United Nations or other

national governments. Was this a serious concern during the

war and during the effort to do something?

Wo, I don’ t think that we were so concerned with the image

problem.
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‘“’’Ecn Oral Hi,story interview on UNICEF in Nigeria-Biafra.

As we discussed, here are some key points to help

refresh your recollection.

1.) UNICEF

from the N

provide re

flight was

and ICRC, together, sought to obtain authorization

gerian Government, beginning n autumn 1967, to

ief impartially on both sides of the conflict. On{

authorized in November 1967. Sasha Bacic and an ●
ICRC representative negotiated in Oeceinber 1967 in Lagos and

an agreement was achieved on Oecember 28th. A series of prob

arose over the ensuing months preventing the start of relief

ems

flights. Finally, April 10, 1968, the Federal Military Government

sent a note to the ICRC stating that if it did proceed to fly

at night it would be doing so at “its own risk”. Eleven flights

then

Supp

dist

Apri

carried in 105 tons of powdered milk and vitamin capsules,

ied by UNICEF, and a like amount was provided for

ibution on the Federal side before the FMG declared tile

10th authorization “null and void”.

2.) By late Spring 1968, reports from Biafra indicated a

rapidly worsening condition in the nutritional status of

children. UNICEF representatives in Lagos informed headquarters

of the attitude of Nigerian Government officials.By early

July, sudden news and media attention aroused public opinion.

UNICEF was assured by the charg$ of the IIigerian hiission to ●
the UN that the agreement of the orevious December was still

valid; and UNICEF renewed its efforts. Food was reauested :ro-

the U.S. Government. Mr. Labouisse went to Lagos and, at the

same time, sent Winy Meyer into Biafra. You, in t{ew York,
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Jacobss

Heyward\

Jacobs:”

●

Eut I thought it went beyond image. I meant the future as an

agency, how we were accepted or rejected? You don’t think

that entered into the discussion?

Maybe it did. It does enter into discussion now. Frnergencies

that get mentioned in The New York Times in a big way get more

attention than those that don’ t, which is very unfortunate,

because there is pressure from public opinion of the type that

you, you said from National Committees - which also existed in

this case guite strongly.

Anything more to say?

End of interview.
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began meetings with volags, such as CRS and CWS, while

Charles Egger went to Geneva to maintain liaison with the

ICRC. ICRC had been named Coordinator of all relief. Other

relief agencies were being urged by governments to

coordinate under the Red Cross and there was a hold-up on

starting the relief operation while the ICRC awaited the

outcome of the negotiations being carried on by Amb. August

Lindt, who had been appointed High Commissioner for Relief.

You were concerned about the ICRC’S logistical capability.

During the time Mr. Labouisse was in Lagos, it was difficult

for you and Charles Egger to communicate with him candidly

as he had not taken along an encoding machine as the UN

Secretariat had suggested.

3.) During this waiting period, the U.S. Government having ●
granted UNICEF’s first request for 5,000 tons of P.I.. 480 foods

within four days, then held up before granting the second

5,000 tons for 45 days. You were concerned about the

possibility of a longshoreman’s strike in the East and Gulf Coast

ports in

in Niger

4.) UNIC

September. You prepared “Guestimates” of needs

a and Biafra.

F retained Robert Robards to mount a helicopter

operation to provide relief in the Eastern Region of Nigeria.

(It was not known whether’ Mr. Labouisse had made a request

to the U.S. Government for helicopters through the U.S. Mission

in Geneva before leaving for Lagos. He had, but in September

it was turned down by the State Department as not being the

most economical way of moving food.)

5.) You actively sought C-130S from a number of Governments,

in the event that authorization for an airlift should be ●
obtained. An initiative you took that opened up a possibility

of obtaining aircraft from the U.S. Government, through the
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Office of the Vice-President and the White House, foundered

on the decision of Roger Gallopin of the ICRC to use the

ICRC’S customary diplomatic channels to governments.

6.) UNICEF faced ser

as the Nigerian Miss

use the word “Biafra

which was lagging in

ous problems in making appeals for funds,

on to the UN insisted that UNICEF not

UNICEF, having tied itself to the ICRC

starting relief, faced problems of its

future credibility as an agency assisting children.

7.)Mr. Labouisse, after conferring with General Gowon and

other Nigerian Government officials, travel led in the SE of

Nigeria and observed conditions there. Upon his return to

Geneva, he held a press conference. You joined him there for

discussions with the ICRC and other relief agencies. Amb. Lindt

returned from Nigeria and Biafra and encountered great anger

from some National Red Cross Societies, church relief agencies

and the international press corps in Geneva. There were

consultations on what to do if either Biafra or Nigeria

did not agree to the plan to begin relief flights into the

demilitarized, neutralized airstrip at Obilagu. When the

Federal Military Government refused, the ICRC made the decision

to begin flights anyway, withou authorization.

8.) The church relief agencies began an airlift at the end

of August, based on Count von Rosen’s Transair blockade-

breaking flight, and the Red Cross began flying at night

September 4th. UNICEF off-loaded a portion (1,800 tons) of

the first shipment of U.S. donated food at Sao Tome, before

sending the rest on to Lagos, thus starting the supply of

P.L. 480 food to the church airlift.

9.) Winy Meyer was stricken upon his return from Biafra ?nd

the draft of his report assessing needs there not found till
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months later. You sent George Orick to Biafra to assess

the situation and to se what could be done about improving the

logistics of the relief operation.

10.) One helicopter was shot down when approaching Benin

Airport, but the other began operating out of Calabar in

the area around Ikot Ekpene. Robards set about to procure

three more helicopters to build up the relief operation

in that area.

11.) Concern that collapse of Biafra might result in resort

to guerrilla warfare, leading to worse conditions for the

stricken population, prompted you to start a search for

various kinds of aircraft more suited for air-dropping ●
(including the LAPSE system) in the e$tuality that Uli airstrip

would no longer be available. Also, Mr. Labouisse, upon his

return to Geneva September lst, agreed with [CRC to seek

C-130S, so that search went on for a number of months.

General Tunner was sent to assess the airlifts and was

appalled at what he found.

12.) UNICEF over the subsequent months became a major

supplier of both airlifts, as well as the relief operation

on the Federal side, with medical kits from UNIPAC being a

major item. UNICEF became a backdoor channel for U.S. provision

of P.L. 480 foods to the two airlifts. Both UNICEF and ICRC

faced serious shortages of funds if an operation on the scale

needed were to be mounted and sustained over a long period of

time. Governments had expected the war would end by mid-

September, but the French began supplying arms and ammunition

to Biafra and the war did not end on schedule, ●

13.) George Orick returned from Biafra with an assessment that,
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while until now there had been protein starvation affecting

mainly children, by the end of 1968 there could be an

exhaustion of carbohydrates within the besieged enclave

putting the entire population

head of the Protestant relief

Secretary-General Thant that

rise to 25,000 a day.

at risk. Dr. Herman Middelkoop,

operation in Biafra, cabled

he starvation rate might soon

14.) Orick obtained from the U.S. Government financing of

P.L. 480 foods through to their final destination, which

meant that the U.S. Government became the principal

financer of both airlifts, thereby easing the financial

crisis the Red Cross and the church relief agencies had been

facing.

15.) In Oecember, the U.S. Government provided C-97GS to

both airlifts, which made possible building up the tonnages

by the following Ilarch and April to a level that began to bring

about an easing of the malnutrition of children in Biafra.

Be’

in

Gu

ore this happened, however, there had been interruptions

~
the Red Cross airlif by the new Government of Equatorial

nea on Fernando Po.

16.) By early 1969, UNICEF’s role in the relief operation

became regularized with a Task Force, chaired by Fred Hamilton,

meeting regularly to oversee the continuing supply of food

and medicine to the airlifts. During this experience, other

relief agencies came to rely upon the UNIPAC warehouse as a

source of emergency supplies, which created a sense of

{
goodwill and cooperation between them an UNICEF. George Marr

was later in the year sent into Biafra to assess medical needs.

On the Federal side, the operation during the early part of

the year became more effective, but the ICRC was under constant

pressure from the Nigerian Government to turn over the relief
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operation to the Nigerian Red Cross. UNICEF was faced

with the question whether to continue its helicopter operation

in Southeast Nigeria.

17.) A Red Cross airplane was shot down on June 5, 1969.

Amb. Lindt was declared persona non grata by the Nigerian

Government. At the end of June, the Federal Military

Government ousted ICRC as “co-ordinator” of all relief.

ICRC became tied up in negotiations over “daylight flights

into Uli” and never began its airlift again. Joint Church

Aid cautiously began flying again an.c.eventually built up

its airlift till it was eventually -- toward the end of

1969 -- flying in almost as much tonnage as the two airlifts

combined had during the peak in April-May. The proposal ●
C. Clyde Ferguson (the U.S. President’s Special Coordinator

for Relief) had begun for a Cross River route got nowhere.

18.) 8iafra began to collapse on January 10th, and it

appeared that relief might not begin for some time. A plan

was set in motion to build up ‘the UNICEF relief operation

in Nigeria by channeling U.S., Canadian and 8ritish relief

through UNICEF. Mr. Labouisse met with the Nigerian Ambassador

to the UN, then flew to Lagos to meet with General Gowon.

However the U.S. State Department set about to block this

plan and persuaded the Under-Secreatary of State not to

provide the planes, helicopters and other supplies UNICEF

had requested.

19.) Mr. Labouisse met with General Gowon and visited the

stricken former region of 8iafra, reporting in press

f
conferences and on televisio about the dire nutritional ●
situation of the people in the area. However relief did not

.
get underway in any quantit~:, until some weeks after the....
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end of the war, then only at a level considerably less

than estimated as needed. Les Tepley, visiting the area

in April, found considerable kwashiorkor amongst the

children, and you, visiting later in December, found a

situation that still was less than satisfactory.

20.) During the reconstruction phase, UNICEF concentrated on

rebuilding the roofs of school houses. This provided a ~eans

of getting some economic assistance to the people who had

not received the limited financial means they had been

expecting.
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